MINUTES OF THE UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE  
December 6, 2000

Members Present:  Cain (MATH), DiSabatino (ODOS), Dowling (COA), Eiselt (COC),  Hughes (ECE), McIver (REG), McMath (Provost), Moran (CHEM), Schneider (DCOM), Wills (ECE)

Visitors:  None

1.  The minutes from the meetings of September 13, 2000, September 27, 2000, October 11, 2000, November 1, 2000 and November 8, 2000 were approved electronically.

2.  Joe Hughes gave a brief report from the Academic Senate, which met December 5, 2000. All items from the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee were approved.

3.  Joe Hughes reported that he had met with Joseph Hoey from the Assessment Office to finalize plans for the five-year curriculum review process. It was agreed that the curriculum review would come at the end of the program review required by the Board of Regents.

4.  Seven students appeared before the committee to appeal a previous decision.

5.  One hundred-fourteen student petitions were reviewed by the committee, all were approved unless noted:

   36-readmitted spring 2001
   4-denied readmission spring 2001
   7-to waive 36, 10, 30 hour rule  (1 denied)
   17-to withdraw past fall 2000 deadline. (6 denied)
   2-to take 22 hours spring 2001
   14-to register spring 2001 after withdrawing fall 2000 (2 denied)
   1-to be enrolled in two institutions spring 2001
   3-to compete in intercollegiate athletics with less than 12 hours
   1-to graduate with 112/3 credits in humanities summer 2001
   1-to cross register at Kennesaw to take CSIS course
   4-to appeal decision to deny withdrawal past deadline (3 denied)
   5-to have grades in courses changed to "W"
   14-to substitute courses for other courses (2 denied)
   2-to appeal decision of denial to change grades to "W"
   1-to have standing changed to warning
   1-to appeal decision of denial to use MATH transfer hours (denied)
   1-to process grade change past deadline
   1-to reinstate course and withdraw from course
   2-to use D grade in MATH/PHYSICS

6.  The Dean of Student Services reported the following actions:

   BIOL – two students
   placed on probation through January 15, 2001; assigned grade for PST 3127C will drop three letter grades fall 2000.

   BIOL – one student
placed on probation through fall 2000; assigned grade for PST 3127C will drop three letter grades fall 2000.

**CMPE – one student**  
placed on indefinite warning; will receive grade of "0" on assignment in question in ECE 2025 fall 2000.

**CMPE – one student**  
reprimanded by senior associate dean; will receive grade of "0" on assignment in question in ECE 2025 fall 2000.

**CMPE – one student**  
placed on indefinite warning; will receive a grade of "0" on assignment in question in ECE 3041 fall 2000.

**CMPE – one student**  
placed on indefinite warning; assigned grade for Physics 2211J will drop one letter grade fall 2000.

**CMPE – one student**  
placed on indefinite warning; assigned grade for ECE 2025 will drop one letter grade fall 2000.

**CMPE – one student**  
placed on indefinite warning; will receive overall grade of "F" in ECE 2030C fall 2000.

**CMPE – two students**  
placed on indefinite warning; will receive letter grade reduction form final grade in CS 1311.

**CS – one student**  
placed on probation through Spring 2000; will receive overall grade of "F" in CS 1311 spring 2000.

**EE – one student**  
placed on indefinite warning; will complete 20 hours of campus or community service.

**EE – one student**  
placed on indefinite warning; assigned grade for CS 1311 will drop one letter grade fall 2000.

**EE – two students**  
placed on indefinite warning; assigned grade for ECE 2025 will drop one letter grade fall 2000.

**EE – two students**  
reprimanded by the senior associate dean of students; will receive a grade of "0" on assignment in question in ECE 2025 for fall 2000.

**IE – one student**  
placed on probation through fall 2000; will receive overall grade of "F" CS 1311 spring 2000.

**IE – one student**  
placed on indefinite warning; assigned grade for ECE 2803 will drop one letter grade summer 2000.

**ME – one student**  
placed on probation through fall 2000; will receive overall grade of "F" in PSYC 1101 spring 2000.

**ME – one student**  
placed on indefinite warning; assigned grade for ME 3056 will drop one letter grade fall 2000.
MGT – one student
placed on probation through fall 2000; will receive overall grade of "F" in CS 1311 spring 2000.

MGT – one student
placed on probation through January 8, 2001; will receive overall grade of "F" in MGT 4053 fall 2000.

ME – two students
placed on indefinite warning; will receive grade of "0" on assignment in question and assigned grade for ME 3056 will drop one letter grade fall 2000.

ME – two students
placed on indefinite warning; will receive grade of "0" on assignment in question in ME 3340 for fall 2000.

ME – two students
placed on indefinite warning; will receive grade of "0" on assignment in question and assigned grade for ME 3322C will drop one letter grade fall 2000.

UEC – one student
placed on indefinite warning; assigned final grade for LCC 2500N will drop one letter grade for fall 2000.

Adjourned

M. Jo McIver
Registrar